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7s contain -TL- 

ADEPTLY ADELPTY ADEPT, highly skilled [adv] 

ADULTLY ADLLTUY in manner typical of adult [adv] 

ALERTLY AELLRTY ALERT, ready for sudden action [adv] 

ANTLERS AELNRST ANTLER, horn of animal of deer family [n] 

ANTLIKE AEIKLNT resembling ant (small insect) [adj] 

ANTLION AILNNOT predatory insect [n -S] 

APOSTLE AELOPST disciple sent forth by Christ to preach gospel [n -S]  

ARTLESS AELRSST lacking cunning or guile [adj] 

ATLASES AAELSST ATLAS, male figure used as supporting column [n] 

ATLATLS AALLSTT ATLATL, device for throwing spear or dart [n] 

BATLIKE ABEIKLT resembling bat (flying mammal) [adj] 

BATTLED ABDELTT BATTLE, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

BATTLER ABELRTT one that battles (to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary)) [n -S] 

BATTLES ABELSTT BATTLE, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

BEASTLY ABELSTY resembling beast (animal (living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

BEETLED BDEEELT BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BEETLER BEEELRT one that operates cloth-finishing machine [n -S] 

BEETLES BEEELST BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BLUNTLY BLLNTUY BLUNT, not sharp or pointed [adv] 

BOOTLEG BEGLOOT to smuggle (to import or export illicitly) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

BOTTLED BDELOTT BOTTLE, to put into bottle (rigid container) [v] 

BOTTLER BELORTT one that bottles (to put into bottle (rigid container)) [n -S] 

BOTTLES BELOSTT BOTTLE, to put into bottle (rigid container) [v] 

BRATTLE ABELRTT to clatter (to move with rattling noise) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BRISTLE BEILRST to rise stiffly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BRISTLY BILRSTY stiffly erect [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

BRITTLE BEILRTT likely to break [adj -R, -ST] / to become brittle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BRITTLY BILRTTY in brittle (likely to break) manner [adv] 

BUSTLED BDELSTU BUSTLE, to move energetically [v] 

BUSTLER BELRSTU one that bustles (to move energetically) [n -S] 

BUSTLES BELSSTU BUSTLE, to move energetically [v] 

BUTLERS BELRSTU BUTLER, male servant [n] 

BUTLERY BELRTUY storage room [n -RIES] 

BUTLING BGILNTU BUTLE, to buttle (to serve as butler) [v] 

BUTTLED BDELTTU BUTTLE, to serve as butler [v] 

BUTTLES BELSTTU BUTTLE, to serve as butler [v] 

CANTLES ACELNST CANTLE, rear part of saddle [n] 

CASTLED ACDELST CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] 

CASTLES ACELSST CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] 

CATLIKE ACEIKLT resembling cat; stealthy; silent [adj] 

CATLING ACGILNT surgical knife [n -S] 

CATLINS ACILNST CATLIN, catling (surgical knife) [n] 

CHITLIN CHIILNT chitling (part of small intestine of swine) [n -S] 

CHORTLE CEHLORT to chuckle with glee [v -D, -LING, -S] 

COURTLY CLORTUY stately (dignified) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 
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CUITTLE CEILTTU to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CUTLASS ACLSSTU short sword [n -ES] 

CUTLERS CELRSTU CUTLER, one who sells and repairs cutting tools [n] 

CUTLERY CELRTUY occupation of cutler [n -RIES] 

CUTLETS CELSTTU CUTLET, slice of meat [n] 

CUTLINE CEILNTU caption [n -S] 

CUTTLED CDELTTU CUTTLE, to fold cloth in particular fashion [v] 

CUTTLES CELSTTU CUTTLE, to fold cloth in particular fashion [v] 

DARTLED ADDELRT DARTLE, to dart repeatedly [v] 

DARTLES ADELRST DARTLE, to dart repeatedly [v] 

DOTTLES DELOSTT DOTTLE, mass of half-burnt pipe tobacco [n] 

ENTITLE EEILNTT to give title to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EPISTLE EEILPST long or formal letter [n -S] 

ERECTLY CEELRTY in upright manner [adv] 

EXACTLY ACELTXY in exact (precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated)) manner [adv] 

FAINTLY AFILNTY in faint (lacking strength or vigor) manner [adv] 

FARTLEK AEFKLRT athletic training technique [n -S] 

FATLESS AEFLSST having no fat [adj] 

FATLIKE AEFIKLT resembling fat [adj] 

FATLING AFGILNT young animal fattened for slaughter [n -S] 

FETLOCK CEFKLOT joint of horse's leg [n -S] 

FETTLED DEEFLTT FETTLE, to cover hearth of with fettling [v] 

FETTLER EEFLRTT one who fettles [n -S] 

FETTLES EEFLSTT FETTLE, to cover hearth of with fettling [v] 

FIRSTLY FILRSTY before all others [adv] 

FLATLET AEFLLTT type of apartment [n -S] 

FLEETLY EEFLLTY FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adv] 

FOOTLED DEFLOOT FOOTLE, to waste time [v] 

FOOTLER EFLOORT one that footles (to waste time) [n -S] 

FOOTLES EFLOOST FOOTLE, to waste time [v] 

GANTLET AEGLNTT to overlap railroad tracks [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GAUNTLY AGLNTUY GAUNT, emaciated [adv] 

GENTLED DEEGLNT GENTLE, to tame (to make tame) [v] 

GENTLER EEGLNRT GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

GENTLES EEGLNST GENTLE, to tame (to make tame) [v] 

GHASTLY AGHLSTY terrifying [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GHOSTLY GHLOSTY spectral (resembling specter (visible disembodied spirit)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GREATLY AEGLRTY in great (large (of considerable size or quantity)) manner [adv] 

GRISTLE EGILRST tough part of meat [n -S] 

GRISTLY GILRSTY containing gristle (tough part of meat) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GRUNTLE EGLNRTU to put in good humor [v -D, -LING, -S] 

GUTLESS EGLSSTU lacking courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit) [adj] 

GUTLIKE EGIKLTU resembling guts [adj] 

GUTTLED DEGLTTU GUTTLE, to eat rapidly [v] 

GUTTLER EGLRTTU one that guttles (to eat rapidly) [n -S] 

GUTTLES EGLSTTU GUTTLE, to eat rapidly [v] 
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HANTLES AEHLNST HANTLE, large amount [n] 

HATLESS AEHLSST lacking hat [adj] 

HATLIKE AEHIKLT resembling hat [adj] 

HITLESS EHILSST being without hit [adj] 

HOSTLER EHLORST person who tends horses or mules [n -S] 

HOTLINE EHILNOT direct communications system for immediate contact [n -S] 

HOTLINK HIKLNOT connection between two computer files [n -S] 

HURTLED DEHLRTU HURTLE, to rush violently [v] 

HURTLES EHLRSTU HURTLE, to rush violently [v] 

HUSTLED DEHLSTU HUSTLE, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

HUSTLER EHLRSTU one that hustles (to hurry (to move swiftly)) [n -S] 

HUSTLES EHLSSTU HUSTLE, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

HUTLIKE EHIKLTU resembling hut [adj] 

INAPTLY AILNPTY INAPT, not apt (suitable (appropriate)) [adv] 

INEPTLY EILNPTY INEPT, not suitable (appropriate) [adv] 

INERTLY EILNRTY inactively (in inactive (not active) manner) [adv] 

INTITLE EIILNTT to entitle (to give title to) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

JETLAGS AEGJLST JETLAG, disruption of body rhythms after flight through several time zones [n] 

JETLIKE EEIJKLT resembling jet airplane [adj] 

JOINTLY IJLNOTY together (into union or relationship) [adv] 

JOSTLED DEJLOST JOSTLE, to bump or push roughly [v] 

JOSTLER EJLORST one that jostles (to bump or push roughly) [n -S] 

JOSTLES EJLOSST JOSTLE, to bump or push roughly [v] 

JUSTLED DEJLSTU JUSTLE, to jostle (to bump or push roughly) [v] 

JUSTLES EJLSSTU JUSTLE, to jostle (to bump or push roughly) [v] 

KEITLOA AEIKLOT rhinoceros (perissodactyl of family Rhinocerotidae) [n -S] 

KETTLES EEKLSTT KETTLE, vessel for boiling liquids [n] 

KIRTLED DEIKLRT KIRTLE, man's tunic or coat [adj] 

KIRTLES EIKLRST KIRTLE, man's tunic or coat [n] 

KITLING GIIKLNT young animal [n -S] 

KITTLED DEIKLTT KITTLE, to tickle (to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation) [v] 

KITTLER EIKLRTT KITTLE, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj] 

KITTLES EIKLSTT KITTLE, to tickle (to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation) [v] 

LICHTLY CHILLTY lightly (to moderate degree) [adv] 

LICITLY CIILLTY LICIT, lawful (allowed by law (body of rules governing affairs of community)) [adv] 

LIGHTLY GHILLTY to moderate degree [adv] 

LITTLER EILLRTT LITTLE, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

LITTLES EILLSTT LITTLE, small amount [n] 

MANTLED ADELMNT MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v] 

MANTLES AELMNST MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v] 

MANTLET AELMNTT mantelet (mobile screen used to protect soldiers) [n -S] 

MARTLET AELMRTT martin (small bird) [n -S] 

MATLESS AELMSST having no mats (small floor coverings) [adj] 

METTLED DEELMTT METTLE, quality of character [adj] 

METTLES EELMSTT METTLE, quality of character [n] 

MOISTLY ILMOSTY in moist (slightly wet) manner [adv] 
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MOTLEYS ELMOSTY MOTLEY, garment of various colors [n] 

MOTLIER EILMORT MOTLEY, composed of diverse elements [adj] 

MOTTLED DELMOTT MOTTLE, to mark with spots or streaks of different colors [v] 

MOTTLER ELMORTT one that mottles (to mark with spots or streaks of different colors) [n -S] 

MOTTLES ELMOSTT MOTTLE, to mark with spots or streaks of different colors [v] 

MYRTLES ELMRSTY MYRTLE, evergreen shrub [n] 

NESTLED DEELNST NESTLE, to lie snugly [v] 

NESTLER EELNRST one that nestles (to lie snugly) [n -S] 

NESTLES EELNSST NESTLE, to lie snugly [v] 

NETLESS EELNSST having no net [adj] 

NETLIKE EEIKLNT resembling net [adj] 

NETTLED DEELNTT NETTLE, to make angry [v] 

NETTLER EELNRTT one that nettles (to make angry) [n -S] 

NETTLES EELNSTT NETTLE, to make angry [v] 

NIGHTLY GHILNTY every night; at night [adv] 

NUTLETS ELNSTTU NUTLET, small nut [n] 

NUTLIKE EIKLNTU resembling nut [adj] 

OATLIKE AEIKLOT resembling oats (cereal grass) [adj] 

OSTLERS ELORSST OSTLER, hostler (person who tends horses or mules) [n] 

OUTLAID ADILOTU OUTLAY, OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLAIN AILNOTU OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLAND ADLNOTU foreign land [n -S] 

OUTLAST ALOSTTU to last longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLAWS ALOSTUW OUTLAW, to prohibit (to forbid by authority) [v] 

OUTLAYS ALOSTUY OUTLAY, OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLEAD ADELOTU to surpass in leading [v -LED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLEAP AELOPTU to surpass in leaping [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTLETS ELOSTTU OUTLET, passage for escape or discharge [n] 

OUTLIER EILORTU outlying area or portion [n -S] 

OUTLIES EILOSTU OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLINE EILNOTU to indicate main features or different parts of [v -D, -NING, -S] 

OUTLIVE EILOTUV to live longer than [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTLOOK KLOOOTU point of view [n -S] 

OUTLOVE ELOOTUV to surpass in loving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OVERTLY ELORTVY in overt (open to view) manner [adv] 

PARTLET AELPRTT woman's garment [n -S] 

PEARTLY AELPRTY PEART, lively (full of energy) [adv] 

PESTLED DEELPST PESTLE, to crush with club-shaped hand tool [v] 

PESTLES EELPSST PESTLE, to crush with club-shaped hand tool [v] 

PETTLED DEELPTT PETTLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

PETTLES EELPSTT PETTLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

PEYOTLS ELOPSTY PEYOTL, peyote (cactus (plant native to arid regions)) [n] 

PINTLES EILNPST PINTLE, pin on which something turns [n] 

POTLACH ACHLOPT ceremonial feast [n -ES] 

POTLIKE EIKLOPT resembling pot [adj] 

POTLINE EILNOPT row of electrolytic cells [n -S] 
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POTLUCK CKLOPTU food which is incidentally available [n -S] 

POTTLES ELOPSTT POTTLE, drinking vessel [n] 

PRATTLE AELPRTT to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PUTLOCK CKLOPTU putlog (horizontal supporting timber) [n -S] 

PUTLOGS GLOPSTU PUTLOG, horizontal supporting timber [n] 

QUIETLY EILQTUY in quiet (making little or no noise) manner [adv] 

RATLIKE AEIKLRT resembling rat [adj] 

RATLINE AEILNRT one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n -S] 

RATLINS AILNRST RATLIN, ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n] 

RATTLED ADELRTT RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

RATTLER AELRRTT one that rattles (to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds) [n -S] 

RATTLES AELRSTT RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

RETITLE EEILRTT to title again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RIANTLY AILNRTY RIANT, cheerful (full of spirits) [adv] 

RIGHTLY GHILRTY in right (being in accordance with what is good, proper, or just) manner [adv] 

ROOTLED DELOORT ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ROOTLES ELOORST ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ROOTLET ELOORTT small root [n -S] 

RUSTLED DELRSTU RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 

RUSTLER ELRRSTU one that rustles (to make succession of slight, soft sounds) [n -S] 

RUSTLES ELRSSTU RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 

SAINTLY AILNSTY of or befitting saint [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SCANTLY ACLNSTY in scant (meager (deficient in quantity or quality)) manner [adv] 

SCUTTLE CELSTTU to scurry (to move hurriedly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SETLINE EEILNST strong fishing line [n -S] 

SETTLED DEELSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v] 

SETTLER EELRSTT one that settles (to place in desired state or order) [n -S] 

SETTLES EELSSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v] 

SETTLOR ELORSTT one that makes legal settlement [n -S] 

SHORTLY HLORSTY in short time [adv] 

SHTETLS EHLSSTT SHTETL, shtetel (Jewish village) [n] 

SHUTTLE EHLSTTU to move or travel back and forth [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SIGHTLY GHILSTY pleasing to look at [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SKITTLE EIKLSTT wooden pin used in bowling game [n -S] 

SLANTLY ALLNSTY SLANTY, deviating from horizontal or vertical [adv] 

SMARTLY ALMRSTY in smart (characterized by mental acuity) manner [adv] 

SPITTLE EILPSTT saliva (fluid secreted by glands of mouth) [n -S] 

SPITTLY ILPSTTY SPITTLE, saliva (fluid secreted by glands of mouth) [adj] 

SPOTLIT ILOPSTT SPOTLIGHT, to light with or as if with spotlight (projected spot of light used to illuminate brilliantly person, object, or group on stage) [v] 

SPURTLE ELPRSTU stick for stirring porridge [n -S] 

SQUATLY ALQSTUY SQUAT, short and thick [adv] 

STARTLE AELRSTT to frighten or surprise suddenly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STOUTLY LOSTTUY in stout (fat (having abundance of flesh)) manner [adv] 

SUBTLER BELRSTU SUBTLE, so slight as to be difficult to detect [adj] 

SUTLERS ELRSSTU SUTLER, one that peddles goods to soldiers [n] 

SWEETLY EELSTWY in sweet (pleasing to taste) manner [adv] 
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SWIFTLY FILSTWY in swift (moving with great rate of motion) manner [adv] 

TACITLY ACILTTY TACIT, unspoken [adv] 

TARTLET AELRTTT small pie [n -S] 

TATTLED ADELTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v] 

TATTLER AELRTTT one that tattles (to reveal activities of another) [n -S] 

TATTLES AELSTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v] 

THISTLE EHILSTT prickly plant [n -S] 

THISTLY HILSTTY prickly (having many sharp points) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

TIGHTLY GHILTTY TIGHT, firmly or closely fixed in place [adv] 

TITLARK AIKLRTT songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

TITLING GIILNTT TITLE, to furnish with title (distinctive appellation) [v] 

TITLIST IILSTTT sports champion [n -S] 

TITTLES EILSTTT TITTLE, very small mark in writing or printing [n] 

TOOTLED DELOOTT TOOTLE, to toot softly or repeatedly [v] 

TOOTLER ELOORTT one that tootles (to toot softly or repeatedly) [n -S] 

TOOTLES ELOOSTT TOOTLE, to toot softly or repeatedly [v] 

TRESTLE EELRSTT framework for supporting bridge [n -S] 

TURTLED DELRTTU TURTLE, to catch turtles (tortoises) [v] 

TURTLER ELRRTTU one that turtles (to catch turtles (tortoises)) [n -S] 

TURTLES ELRSTTU TURTLE, to catch turtles (tortoises) [v] 

TWATTLE AELTTTW to twaddle (to talk foolishly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNAPTLY ALNPTUY not aptly (in apt (suitable (appropriate)) manner) [adv] 

UNFITLY FILNTUY in unsuitable (not suitable (appropriate)) manner [adv] 

VITTLED DEILTTV VITTLE, to victual (to provide with food) [v] 

VITTLES EILSTTV VITTLE, to victual (to provide with food) [v] 

WARSTLE AELRSTW to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WATTLED ADELTTW WATTLE, to weave into network [v] 

WATTLES AELSTTW WATTLE, to weave into network [v] 

WETLAND ADELNTW land containing much soil moisture [n -S] 

WHISTLE EHILSTW to make shrill, clear musical sound [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHITLOW HILOTWW inflammation of finger or toe [n -S] 

WHITTLE EHILTTW to cut or shave bits from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WHORTLE EHLORTW whort (edible berry) [n -S] 

WINTLED DEILNTW WINTLE, to stagger (to walk or stand unsteadily) [v] 

WINTLES EILNSTW WINTLE, to stagger (to walk or stand unsteadily) [v] 

WITLESS EILSSTW lacking intelligence [adj] 

WITLING GIILNTW one who considers himself witty [n -S] 

WITLOOF FILOOTW chicory (perennial herb) [n -S] 

WRASTLE AELRSTW to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

WRESTLE EELRSTW to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

7s end -TL 

AXOLOTL ALLOOTX salamander of Mexico and western United States [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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ABJECTLY ABCEJLTY ABJECT, sunk to low condition [adv] 

ABRUPTLY ABLPRTUY ABRUPT, rudely brief [adv] 

ABSENTLY ABELNSTY in inattentive manner [adv] 

ADROITLY ADILORTY ADROIT, skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) [adv] 

ANTLERED ADEELNRT ANTLER, horn of animal of deer family [adj] 

ARDENTLY ADELNRTY ARDENT, characterized by intense emotion [adv] 

ARRANTLY AALNRRTY ARRANT, outright (being without limit or reservation) [adv] 

ATLANTES AAELNSTT ATLAS, male figure used as supporting column [n] 

AUGUSTLY AGLSTUUY AUGUST, inspiring reverence or admiration [adv] 

AUNTLIER AEILNRTU AUNTLY, of or suggesting aunt [adj] 

AUNTLIKE AEIKLNTU resembling aunt (sister of one's father or mother) [adj] 

BANTLING ABGILNNT very young child [n -S] 

BATTLING ABGILNTT BATTLE, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

BEATLESS ABEELSST having no rhythm [adj] 

BEETLING BEEGILNT BEETLE, to jut out [v] 

BELITTLE BEEILLTT to disparage [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BELTLESS BEELLSST having no belt [adj] 

BELTLINE BEEILLNT waistline [n -S] 

BLOTLESS BELLOSST spotless (perfectly clean) [adj] 

BOATLIFT ABFILOTT to transport by boats [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOATLIKE ABEIKLOT resembling boat [adj] 

BOATLOAD AABDLOOT amount that boat holds [n -S] 

BOLTLESS BELLOSST having no bolt (type of metal fastener) [adj] 

BOLTLIKE BEIKLLOT resembling bolt [adj] 

BOOTLACE ABCELOOT shoelace (lace for fastening shoe) [n -S] 

BOOTLESS BELOOSST useless (serving no purpose) [adj] 

BOOTLICK BCIKLOOT to flatter servilely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BOTTLING BGILNOTT bottled beverage [n -S] / BOTTLE, to put into bottle (rigid container) [v] 

BRACTLET ABCELRTT small bract [n -S] 

BRIGHTLY BGHILRTY BRIGHT, emitting much light [adv] 

BUNTLINE BEILNNTU rope used to haul up sail [n -S] 

BUSTLINE BEILNSTU distance around bust (upper torso of woman) [n -S] 

BUSTLING BGILNSTU BUSTLE, to move energetically [v] 

BUTTLING BGILNTTU BUTTLE, to serve as butler [v] 

CARTLOAD AACDLORT as much as cart can hold [n -S] 

CASTLING ACGILNST certain move in chess [n -S] / CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] 

CATTLEYA AACELTTY tropical orchid [n -S] 

CHATLINE ACEHILNT telephone service that allows conversation among several callers [n -S] 

CHIPOTLE CEHILOPT smoked and dried jalapeno pepper [n -S] 

CHITLING CGHIILNT part of small intestine of swine [n -S] 

CHORTLER CEHLORRT one that chortles (to chuckle with glee) [n -S] 

COATLESS ACELOSST lacking coat [adj] 

COGENTLY CEGLNOTY COGENT, convincing [adv] 

COSTLESS CELOSSST free of charge [adj] 

COSTLIER CEILORST COSTLY, expensive [adj] 
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COVERTLY CELORTVY secretly (in secret (kept from knowledge or view) manner) [adv] 

CULTLIKE CEIKLLTU resembling cult (group of zealous devotees) [adj] 

CUTLASES ACELSSTU CUTLAS, cutlass (short sword) [n] 

CUTLETTE CEELTTTU breaded patty of chopped meat [n -S] 

CUTTLING CGILNTTU CUTTLE, to fold cloth in particular fashion [v] 

DARTLING ADGILNRT DARTLE, to dart repeatedly [v] 

DEBTLESS BDEELSST DEBT, something that is owed [adj] 

DECENTLY CDEELNTY DECENT, conforming to recognized standards of propriety [adv] 

DEVOUTLY DELOTUVY DEVOUT, pious (marked by religious reverence) [adv] 

DIRECTLY CDEILRTY DIRECT, straightforward [adv] 

DUCTLESS CDELSSTU being without duct [adj] 

DULCETLY CDELLTUY melodiously (in melodious manner) [adv] 

DUSTLESS DELSSSTU being without dust [adj] 

DUSTLIKE DEIKLSTU resembling dust [adj] 

EMBATTLE ABEELMTT to prepare for battle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EPISTLER EEILPRST one that writes epistles [n -S] 

ERRANTLY AELNRRTY in wandering manner [adv] 

EXITLESS EEILSSTX lacking way out [adj] 

EXPERTLY EELPRTXY skillfully (in skillful (having skill (ability to do something well)) manner) [adv] 

FEATLIER AEEFILRT FEATLY, graceful (having beauty of form or movement) [adj] 

FEETLESS EEEFLSST having no feet [adj] 

FELTLIKE EEFIKLLT like cloth made from wool [adj] 

FETTLING EFGILNTT loose material thrown on hearth of furnace to protect it [n -S] / FETTLE, to cover hearth of with fettling [v] 

FLATLAND AADFLLNT land lacking significant variation in elevation [n -S] 

FLATLINE AEFILLNT to register as having no brain waves or heartbeat [v -D, -NING, -S] 

FLATLING AFGILLNT with flat side or edge [adv] 

FLATLONG AFGLLNOT flatling (with flat side or edge) [adv] 

FLUENTLY EFLLNTUY FLUENT, spoken or written with effortless ease [adv] 

FOOTLESS EFLOOSST having no feet [adj] 

FOOTLIKE EFIKLOOT resembling foot (terminal part of leg on which body stands and moves) [adj] 

FOOTLING FGILNOOT FOOTLE, to waste time [v] 

FOOTLONG FGLNOOOT hot dog one foot long [n -S] 

FRETLESS EEFLRSST having no fretwork [adj] 

FRONTLET EFLNORTT decorative band worn across forehead [n -S] 

FRUITLET EFILRTTU small fruit [n -S] 

GANTLINE AEGILNNT rope on ship [n-S] 

GANTLOPE AEGLNOPT former military punishment [n -S] 

GAUNTLET AEGLNTTU to gantlet (to overlap railroad tracks) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GENTLEST EEGLNSTT GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

GENTLING EGGILNNT GENTLE, to tame (to make tame) [v] 

GIFTLESS EFGILSST being without gift [adj] 

GNATLIKE AEGIKLNT resembling gnat (small winged insect) [adj] 

GOATLIKE AEGIKLOT goatish (resembling goat (horned mammal)) [adj] 

GUSTLESS EGLSSSTU having no gusts [adj] 

GUTTLING GGILNTTU GUTTLE, to eat rapidly [v] 

HALTLESS AEHLLSST not hesitant (tending to hesitate) [adj] 
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HEATLESS AEEHLSST having no warmth [adj] 

HILTLESS EHILLSST having no hilt [adj] 

HONESTLY EHLNOSTY HONEST, truthful (telling truth (conformity to fact or reality)) [adv] 

HOTLINER EHILNORT person who runs radio phone-in show [n -S] 

HURTLESS EHLRSSTU harmless (not harmful (capable of harming)) [adj] 

HURTLING GHILNRTU HURTLE, to rush violently [v] 

HUSTLING GHILNSTU HUSTLE, to hurry (to move swiftly) [v] 

INTACTLY ACILNTTY INTACT, not damaged in any way [adv] 

INTENTLY EILNNTTY in unwavering (not wavering (to move back and forth)) manner [adv] 

JETLINER EEIJLNRT type of aircraft (any machine or device capable of flying) [n -S] 

JOSTLING GIJLNOST JOSTLE, to bump or push roughly [v] 

JUSTLING GIJLNSTU JUSTLE, to jostle (to bump or push roughly) [v] 

KILTLIKE EIIKKLLT resembling kilt [adj] 

KITTLEST EIKLSTTT KITTLE, ticklish (sensitive to tickling) [adj] 

KITTLING GIIKLNTT KITTLE, to tickle (to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation) [v] 

KNIGHTLY GHIKLNTY of or befitting knight [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

KNOTLESS EKLNOSST having no knots [adj] 

KNOTLIKE EIKKLNOT resembling knot [adj] 

LATENTLY AELLNTTY in dormant (lying asleep) manner [adv] 

LINTLESS EILLNSST free from lint [adj] 

LISTLESS EILLSSST languid (lacking in vigor or vitality) [adj] 

LITTLEST EILLSTTT LITTLE, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

LITTLISH HIILLSTT somewhat little [adj] 

LOFTLESS EFLLOSST having no loft [adj] 

LOFTLIKE EFIKLLOT resembling loft [adj] 

LUCENTLY CELLNTUY LUCENT, giving off light [adv] 

MANTLING AGILMNNT ornamental cloth [n -S] / MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v] 

MASTLESS AELMSSST having no mast [adj] 

MASTLIKE AEIKLMST resembling mast [adj] 

MEATLESS AEELMSST having no meat [adj] 

MEATLOAF AAEFLMOT baked loaf of ground meat [n -AVES] 

MISTITLE EIILMSTT to call by wrong title [v -D, -LING, -S] 

MOATLIKE AEIKLMOT suggestive of moat [adj] 

MODESTLY DELMOSTY MODEST, having moderate regard for oneself [adv] 

MOMENTLY ELMMNOTY from moment to moment [adv] 

MOTLEYER EELMORTY MOTLEY, composed of diverse elements [adj] 

MOTLIEST EILMOSTT MOTLEY, composed of diverse elements [adj] 

MOTTLING GILMNOTT irregular arrangement of spots [n -S] / MOTTLE, to mark with spots or streaks of different colors [v] 

NATANTLY AALNNTTY NATANT, floating or swimming [adv] 

NESTLIKE EEIKLNST resembling nest [adj] 

NESTLING EGILNNST young bird [n -S] / NESTLE, to lie snugly [v] 

NETTLIER EEILNRTT NETTLY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

NETTLING EGILNNTT NETTLE, to make angry [v] 

NONTITLE EILNNOTT pertaining to athletic contest in which title is not at stake [adj] 

OCCULTLY CCLLOTUY secretly (in secret (kept from knowledge or view) manner) [adv] 

OUTLAUGH AGHLOTUU to surpass in laughing [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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OUTLAWED ADELOTUW OUTLAW, to prohibit (to forbid by authority) [v] 

OUTLAWRY ALORTUWY habitual defiance of law [n -RIES] 

OUTLEARN AELNORTU to surpass in learning [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTLINER EILNORTU one that outlines (to indicate main features or different parts of) [n -S] 

OUTLIVER EILORTUV one that outlives (to live longer than) [n -S] 

OUTLYING GILNOTUY OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

PASTLESS AELPSSST having no past [adj] 

PATENTLY AELNPTTY obviously (in obvious (easily perceived or understood) manner) [adv] 

PEATLAND AADELNPT land consisting mostly of peat [n -S] 

PELTLESS EELLPSST lacking pelt (skin of animal) [adj] 

PESTLING EGILNPST PESTLE, to crush with club-shaped hand tool [v] 

PETTLING EGILNPTT PETTLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

PLANTLET AELLNPTT small plant [n -S] 

PLIANTLY AILLNPTY PLIANT, easily bent [adv] 

PLOTLESS ELLOPSST planless (having no plan) [adj] 

PLOTLINE EILLNOPT main story of book [n -S] 

POETLESS EELOPSST lacking poet (one who writes poems (composition in verse)) [adj] 

POETLIKE EEIKLOPT resembling poet (one who writes poems (composition in verse)) [adj] 

PORTLESS ELOPRSST having no place for ships to load or unload [adj] 

PORTLIER EILOPRRT PORTLY, rather heavy or fat [adj] 

POSTLUDE DELOPSTU closing musical piece [n -S] 

POTENTLY ELNOPTTY POTENT, powerful (possessing great force) [adv] 

POTLACHE ACEHLOPT potlach (ceremonial feast) [n -S] 

POTLATCH ACHLOPTT to hold ceremonial feast for [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PRATTLER AELPRRTT one that prattles (to babble (to talk idly or excessively)) [n -S] 

PRIESTLY EILPRSTY characteristic of or befitting priest [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

PROMPTLY LMOPPRTY in prompt (quick to act or respond) manner [adv] 

QUAINTLY AILNQTUY QUAINT, pleasingly old-fashioned or unfamiliar [adv] 

RATTLIER AEILRRTT RATTLY, tending to rattle [adj] 

RATTLING AGILNRTT ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n -S] / RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

REBOTTLE BEELORTT to bottle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RECENTLY CEELNRTY RECENT, of or pertaining to time not long past [adv] 

RESETTLE EEELRSTT to settle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RESTLESS EELRSSST unable or disinclined to remain at rest [adj] 

RIFTLESS EFILRSST having no rift [adj] 

ROBUSTLY BLORSTUY ROBUST, strong and healthy [adv] 

ROOTLESS ELOORSST having no roots [adj] 

ROOTLIKE EIKLOORT resembling root [adj] 

ROOTLING GILNOORT ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

RUSTLESS ELRSSSTU free from rust [adj] 

RUSTLING GILNRSTU RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 

SALTLESS AELLSSST having no salt [adj] 

SALTLIKE AEIKLLST resembling salt [adj] 

SEATLESS AEELSSST having no seat [adj] 

SECANTLY ACELNSTY in intersecting manner [adv] 

SECRETLY CEELRSTY in secret (kept from knowledge or view) manner [adv] 
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SELECTLY CEELLSTY by selection [adv] 

SETTLING EGILNSTT sediment [n -S] / SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v] 

SHETLAND ADEHLNST wool yarn [n -S] 

SHITLESS EHILSSST offensive word [adj] 

SHITLIST HIILSSTT offensive word [n -S] 

SHITLOAD ADHILOST offensive word [n -S] 

SHUTTLER EHLRSTTU one that shuttles (to move or travel back and forth) [n -S] 

SILENTLY EILLNSTY SILENT, making no sound or noise [adv] 

SLIGHTLY GHILLSTY SLIGHT, small in size or amount [adv] 

SLITLESS EILLSSST having no slits [adj] 

SLITLIKE EIIKLLST resembling slit [adj] 

SPOTLESS ELOPSSST perfectly clean [adj] 

SPRATTLE AELPRSTT to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STARTLER AELRRSTT one that startles (to frighten or surprise suddenly) [n -S] 

STRAITLY AILRSTTY STRAIT, narrow (of little width) [adv] 

STRICTLY CILRSTTY STRICT, kept within narrow and specific limits [adv] 

SUBTITLE BEILSTTU to give secondary title to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUBTLEST BELSSTTU SUBTLE, so slight as to be difficult to detect [adj] 

SUBTLETY BELSTTUY state of being subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [n -TIES] 

SUITLIKE EIIKLSTU resembling suit (set of garments) [adj] 

SURTITLE EILRSTTU translation of foreign-language dialogue displayed above screen or stage [n -S] 

SWEETLIP EEILPSTW fish having protruding mouth [n -S] 

SWIFTLET EFILSTTW cave-dwelling swift [n -S] 

TACTLESS ACELSSTT lacking tact (skill in dealing with delicate situations) [adj] 

TATTLING AGILNTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v] 

TENTLESS EELNSSTT having no tent [adj] 

TENTLIKE EEIKLNTT resembling tent [adj] 

TEXTLESS EELSSTTX having no text [adj] 

THROSTLE EHLORSTT songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

THROTTLE EHLORTTT to strangle (to choke to death) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

THWARTLY AHLRTTWY athwart (from side to side) [adv] 

TINTLESS EILNSSTT lacking color [adj] 

TOOTLING GILNOOTT TOOTLE, to toot softly or repeatedly [v] 

TROTLINE EILNORTT strong fishing line [n -S] 

TRUANTLY ALNRTTUY in manner of one who shirks duty [adv] 

TURTLING GILNRTTU act of one that turtles [n -S] / TURTLE, to catch turtles (tortoises) [v] 

UNBOTTLE BELNOTTU to release from or as if from bottle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNGENTLE EEGLNNTU not gentle (mild (not harsh or rough)) [adj] 

UNGENTLY EGLNNTUY not gently (mild (not harsh or rough)) [adv] 

UNJUSTLY JLNSTUUY not justly (in just (acting in conformity with what is morally good) manner) [adv] 

UNMEETLY EELMNTUY UNMEET, improper (not proper (suitable (appropriate))) [adv] 

UNSETTLE EELNSTTU to make unstable [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNSUBTLE BELNSTUU not subtle (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adj -R, -ST] 

UNSUBTLY BLNSTUUY not subtly (so slight as to be difficult to detect) [adv] 

UNTITLED DEILNTTU not titled (to furnish with title (distinctive appellation)) [adj] 

URGENTLY EGLNRTUY URGENT, requiring immediate attention [adv] 
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VACANTLY AACLNTVY VACANT, empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adv] 

VENTLESS EELNSSTV having no vent [adj] 

VESTLESS EELSSSTV being without vest [adj] 

VESTLIKE EEIKLSTV resembling vest (short, sleeveless garment) [adj] 

VITTLING GIILNTTV VITTLE, to victual (to provide with food) [v] 

WAITLIST AIILSTTW to put on list of persons waiting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WARSTLER AELRRSTW wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S] 

WARTLESS AELRSSTW having no warts [adj] 

WARTLIKE AEIKLRTW resembling wart (protuberance on skin) [adj] 

WATTLESS AELSSTTW denoting type of electric current [adj] 

WATTLING AGILNTTW WATTLE, to weave into network [v] 

WHISTLER EHILRSTW one that whistles (to make shrill, clear musical sound) [n -S] 

WHITTLER EHILRTTW one that whittles (to cut or shave bits from) [n -S] 

WINTLING GIILNNTW WINTLE, to stagger (to walk or stand unsteadily) [v] 

WRESTLER EELRRSTW one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [n -S] 

WRISTLET EILRSTTW band worn around wrist [n -S] 

ZESTLESS EELSSSTZ lacking zest [adj] 

 

8s end -TL 

CONEPATL ACELNOPT conepate (skunk) [n -S] 

 


